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ABSTRACT
Peer assessment activities might be one of the few personalized assessment alternatives to the
implementation of auto-graded activities at scale in Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
environments. However, teacher’s motivation to implement peer assessment activities in their
courses might go beyond the most straightforward goal (i.e., assessment), as peer assessment
activities also have other side benefits, such as showing evidence and enhancing the critical
thinking, comprehension or writing capabilities of students. However, one of the main
drawbacks of implementing peer review activities, especially when the scoring is meant to be
used as part of the summative assessment, is that it adds a high degree of uncertainty to the
grades. Motivated by this issue, this paper analyses the reliability of all the peer assessment
activities performed as part of the MOOC platform of the Spanish University for Distance
Education (UNED) UNED-COMA. The following study has analyzed 63 peer assessment
activities from the different courses in the platform, and includes a total of 27,745 validated
tasks and 93,334 peer reviews. Based on the Krippendorff’s alpha statistic, which measures the
agreement reached between the reviewers, the results obtained clearly point out the low
reliability, and therefore, the low validity of this dataset of peer reviews. We did not find that
factors such as the topic of the course, number of raters or number of criteria to be evaluated
had a significant effect on reliability. We compare our results with other studies, discuss about
the potential implications of this low reliability for summative assessment, and provide some
recommendations to maximize the benefit of implementing peer activities in online courses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Last century’s recent changes on educational paradigms have promoted the integration of
new evaluation methods that intend to advance beyond the classical knowledge assessment
(summative assessment) as its only grading goal. This new mindset aims to develop evaluation
methods that are more embedded within the training and learning process in what is known as
formative assessment (Dochy, Segers, & Sluijsmans, 1999; Earle, 2014; Guan-Yu Lin, 2018).
Formative assessment can have a significant impact on the quality of learning that students
experience by practicing the required skills in advance, and by helping them to be more selfaware of their current status, but also for instructors so that they can have just-in-time feedback
regarding how the class is progressing (Van der Pol, Van den Berg, Admiraal & Simons, 2008;
Topping, 2017). In fact, assessment is now conceived as a central part of the learning process, of
which the student has become more responsible (Dochy & McDowell, 1997; Dochy et al., 1999;

Black & Wiliam, 2009; Kilic, 2016). This new paradigm can be interpreted as trying to shift
from the consolidated idea of assessment as the final goal of the learning process, to a paradigm
where assessment is just one of the many tools and options (Sluijsmans, Brand-Gruwel, van
Merriënboer, & Bastiaens, 2002b). Furthermore, in today’s society where information is easily
available and where AI is called to take over tasks that are easy to automate, higher education
institutions have acknowledged the need to train students to develop more transverse skills,
given that they will face a more and more uncertain future carrying out work responsibilities
that might still not exist (Marton & Bowden, 1999; Boud, 2000; Susskind & Susskind, 2015).
From the very beginning, the European Higher Education Area (AHEA) has been watching
over the implications of this on-going educational shift. However, it did not start talking about
student-centered learning until 2009, in a meeting which took place at Leuven/Louvain-laNeuve (EHEA, 2009). Besides, AHEA’s present educational model is based on competences
(de Miguel, Alfaro, Apodaca, Arias, García, & Lobato, 2005), and so the current speech is
focusing now on ‘competence alignment’ or ‘constructive alignment’. The new emphasis on
student-centered learning and competences, together with the Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) democracy, has facilitated the creation of new pedagogical approaches or
boosted the use of underused ones, by promoting a redesign of the learning scenario
(Beldarrain, 2006); some examples that have received a lot of attention include collaborative
learning (Van Den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, & Kirschner, 2006), self-regulated learning
(Boekaerts & Corno, 2005), collaborative inquiry learning (Bell, Urhahne, Schanze, &
Ploetzner, 2010), competence-based learning (Benlloch-Dualde & Blanc-Clavero, 2007),
personalized learning (Chen, 2008), differentiated learning (Lawrence-Brown, 2004), active
learning (Gauci, Dantas, Williams & Kemm, 2009), flipped learning (Lukassen, Pedersen,
Nielsen, Wahl, & Sorensen, 2014), instructional scaffolding (Quintana, Reiser, Davis, Krajcik,
Fretz, Duncan et al., 2004), problem-oriented and project-based learning (Lehmann,
Christensen, Du & Thrane), and so on. These approaches can be combined in order to achieve
an effective metacognitive learning that can prepare better students for efficient lifelong
learning (Cornford, 2002; Weinstein, Acee, & Jung, 2011; Lüftenegger, Schober, van de
Schoot, Wagner, Finsterwald & Spiel, 2012). It is with the implementation of these new
methodologies that evaluation has ceased being an isolated activity carried out at the end of the
learning process and it is now frequently integrated more seamlessly in the learning process, and
it is regarded as yet another tool for its success. According to Delgado, Borge, García-Albero &
Salomón (2005), evaluation now intends to assess the quality of learning the student has
developed; it is no longer based on products, but rather, on processes.
One of the tools favored by the new perspectives on educational plans has been peer
assessment or peer review tasks. In this sense, Falchikov & Goldfinch consider that “peer
assessment is grounded in philosophies of active learning and andragogy, and may also be seen
as being a manifestation of social constructionism, often involves the joint construction of
knowledge through discourse”. According to Duran (2016) “the first reviews and meta-analyses
on peer tutoring revealed evidence of learning by the tutor in their role of ‘teacher’”. Moerkerke
(1996) and Dochy et al., (1999) share the idea that peer assessment activities are compatible
with a society of lifelong learners.
The area of learning at scale presents massive online scenarios, such as MOOCs among
others, that require alternative approaches in order to implement learning and assessment
approaches that target many learners at the same time . In order to provide a learning design that
is sustainable and can scale to large numbers of learners, formative assessment cannot be
dependent on direct feedback from teachers. Therefore, for those classes where formative

assessment is a crucial part of the learning process, peer assessment turns into a tool with huge
potential to solve the issue of scale. This article analyses the reliability of peer assessments
developed specifically under MOOC environments. It focuses on the consistency of students as
raters, by studying Inter-Rater Reliability (IRR). In addition, we aim to assess the validity of the
obtained evaluations in our specific framework, taking into account our limitations. For these
analyses, we have gathered the data of all the peer assessment activities carried out on UNED’s
MOOC platform (http://coma.uned.es/). These courses are highly diverse, being related to
different knowledge areas, subjects and levels (Capdevila & Aranzadi, 2014). MOOCs have
proved to be successful non-formal open learning environments (Hood, Littlejohn & Milligan,
2015), where students’ motivation and self-regulation capabilities are key factors. For those
reasons, MOOCs are an optimal resource for knowledge transference in our current society.
Nevertheless, and in spite of the many developments on virtual tutoring, the massive nature of
MOOCs limits the type of activities that can be implemented. Specifically, activities that do not
scale to a high number of students (e.g., a teacher providing individualized feedback to each
assignment), cannot be implemented in these environments (Suen, 2014). As many other
learning activities, peer assessment generally implies receiving a score, which could potentially
be used as part of the summative grade. Therefore, in this manuscript we explore the reliability
and validity of scores generated through peer assessment activities, in order to evaluate whether
it would be appropriate to use these scores as part of a weighted final grade. The data we
analyze have been gathered based on the assessment that students performed on the activities of
their peers. Both tasks, submitting an activity, and peer reviewing someone else’s work, are
mandatory on the platform. Consequently, our purpose was to obtain a data sample large
enough to analyze the consistency of the assessments according to multiple observers in
different courses and activities. For this purpose, we have collected a high number of valid
submitted tasks (more than 27,000), reviews (more than 93,000) and criteria assessed (almost
334,000), conferring a solid background to the results and conclusions obtained in this analysis.
Overall, the research question that has concerned us in this study is the following:
RQ: Are peer assessments reliable in a typical MOOC environment like the one provided by
UNED platform?
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Peer assessment can be described and implemented in many different ways. The number of
studies and diversity of educational contexts suggest that peer assessment can be, practically,
applied to all areas of knowledge (Topping, 1998). As an assessment approach, peer assessment
has traditionally been considered valid or not, by confronting students’ and teachers’ grades
(Stefani, 1994; Falchikov, 2000; Cho, Schunn & Wilson 2006; Sung, Chang, Chang & Yu,
2010; Jackson, 2014; Jones & Alcock, 2014; Formanek, Wenger, Buxner, Impey & Sonam,
2017), despite the fact that the core objective of peer assessment is to actually create
opportunities for peers to learn from each other and to participate more in the learning process.
This correction over students’ evaluation has been called ‘validity’, while we use the term
‘reliability’ to determine the consistency among peer ratings (Richmond et al., 1992; Luo,
Robinson & Park, 2014; Jackson, 2014).
This section is meant to frame peer assessments and, more specifically, their reliability. It
does so by starting from a general point of view up to its specific impact on MOOCs.
2.1. Definition of peer assessment

Several authors have provided broad definitions, conceptually talking, for peer assessment.
For example, Fachikov & Goldfinch (2016) highlight that, when students use them, they “judge
the work of their peers”. This view is similar to Reinholz (2016) although he talks about
evaluating others. Orsmond, Merry & Reiling, (1996) refer to peer assessment as a learning tool
and Van Zundert et al., (2010) focus their argument on its not necessarily bidirectional
reciprocity. According to them, the goal is to “evaluate or be evaluated by peers”. Topping
(1998; 2009) includes the concept of learning through peer assessment in his definition: “Peerassessment is an arrangement for learners to consider and specify the level, value, or quality of a
product or performance of other equal-status learners”. Van der Pol et al., (2008) provide a
broad definition which includes every step carried out on peer assessments, described as an
activity. They talk about the pre-established criteria that the student must stick to, as well as the
requirements of a critical evaluation that includes feedback (formative assessment) for the
evaluated student. In their words, “students engage in reflective criticism of the products of
other students and provide them with feedback using previously defined criteria”. De Grez
Valcke & Roozen (2012) use the term ‘peer assessment’ on a test in which they invited students
from a more advanced course to act as raters. To some extent, they might be considered peers,
but this implementation misses the point where a student is rating a piece of work the student
has already completed. Consequently, the cognitive process that involves personal reflection
and self-criticism is lost.
On this paper, we consider as ‘peers’ the students of each course who are registered and
active in each evaluated tasks. This implies that they all have carried out the task before
engaging in the peer assessment activity. They find themselves in a position of equality towards
the task and hence we can effectively consider them as peers based on the previous definitions
provided by Topping (1998, 2009) and based on the idea of “other equal-status learners”.
2.2. Peer assessment and its integration in MOOCs. Implications for reliability and
validity
MOOCs usually implement assessment methods that do not require manual correction by the
instructors, usually, these are generally known as auto-graded tools (machine-assessment):
single choice and multiple-choice items are particularly common; as well as fill-in the blanks,
with a number, a word or even a sentence. Other more nuanced auto-graded items include
programing environments where students code their solution and the system expects an specific
function output, or specific tools that can be integrated with the MOOC platform through
authentication protocols such as LTI protocol (Alcarria, Bordel, Andres, & Robles, 2018;
Garcia-Loro, San Cristobal, Diaz, Macho, Baizan, Blazquez et al., 2018; Mullen, Byun,
Gadepally, Samsi, Reuther, & Kepner, 2017; Garcia-Loro, Sancristobal, Gil, Diaz, Castro,
Albert-Gómez et al., 2016; Aleven, Sewall, Popescu, Xhakaj, Chand, Baker et al., 2015). There
have also been some limited advances in auto-grading essays (Ambekar & Phatak, 2014). Autograded assessment instruments have high validity, but they are quite limited in what they can
assess and the cognitive process of students solving them is very low, which can be especially
critical in some areas of knowledge. In order to improve and support students’ learning, it is
essential to include feedback information that can help students understand where they are at in
their learning process and their potential misconceptions.
Peer evaluation, besides the reliability and validity of its methodology, can provide this sort
of beneficial personalized feedback to every single one of the otherwise unmanageable number
of students in MOOCs. Furthermore, it is a well-aligned contribution to the current educational
perspectives that locate the student in the center of the whole learning process (van Hattum-

Janssen & Lourenço, 2008; Suen, 2014). Finally, the exercise of acting as an evaluator can enact
more complex cognitive processes that favor deeper learning for students (Hsia, Huang &
Hwang, 2016).
With regard to the typical learning environments in MOOCs, while traditional learning
contexts can assume a high similarity degree in the background of their learners, the ‘Open’
nature of MOOCs highly increments the diversity in learners’ profiles, hence potentially
breaking the equality among learners’ condition. In MOOCs we find that learners have multiple
backgrounds in content knowledge (especially those regarding STEM), diverse sets of skills
related to writing, text comprehension, synthesis and very different intentions when enrolling in
a MOOC (Alario-Hoyos, Pérez-Sanagustín, Delgado-Kloos, Parada, & Muñoz-Organero, 2014;
Watson, Watson, Yu, Alamri, & Mueller, 2017). This characteristic heterogeneity in students’
profiles collides even more with the assumption of equity among peers.
Feedback
Feedback is undoubtedly the core mechanism in peer assessment to become formative
(Thelwall, 2000; Gipps, 2005; Miller, 2006; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2009; Ng, 2014). When
correctly implemented, peer assessment involves students in both feedback roles: as evaluators,
by contributing with ideas and comments to the assessed tasks, as well as evaluatees, by
receiving peers’ observations with constructive comments to improve their own work (Ng,
2014). This sort of assessment usually coexists with the summative ones, although it can appear
on its own. Nevertheless, it is recommended that formative assessment goes alongside with the
summative one (Miller, 2009; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Gipps, 2005). In this sense, Ng
(2014) highlights the importance of students receiving tailored feedback instead of just
receiving scores. Feedback and feedforward strategies are used in critical learning (Cartney,
2010; Kilic, 2016) as well as in social learning (Guan-Yu Lin, 2018). These tools stand out in
peer assessment because they help the student develop analytical thinking, critical thinking and
deeper knowledge development. However, students must be well prepared and highly motivated
to be capable of developing this task (Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). On the other
hand, students enrolled in MOOCs tend to be from a broad spectrum of educational
backgrounds, they can have diverse levels of initial knowledge, different intended learning
objectives and different self-regulated learning patterns. Such diversity in MOOC students, and,
therefore, in raters, can undermine the underlying assumption of “equality” in peer assessment
methodologies (Meek, Blakemore & Marks, 2016).
Assessment criteria and rubrics
Dochy et al., (1999) highlight the importance of establishing clear assessment criteria: “it
should be clear that students have to know the criteria clearly… criteria should include
information about the area to be assessed, the aims to be pursued and the standards to be
reached”. In this sense, Falchikov & Goldfinch (2000) in their meta-analysis have found that the
reliability and validity of peer assessment is positively correlated with the establishment of a
clear assessment criteria. They also found that peer assessment tasks requiring several
independent scoring dimensions were less valid than peer assessment tasks based on a global
judgement. In this context, Sadler & Good (2006) as well as Meletiadou & Tsagari (2014) stated
that “five or fewer criteria increase reliability”. Nonetheless, studies like the one carried by
Jones & Alcock (2014) based on comparative judgment (Thurstone, 1927), consider that
evaluation criteria are not a necessary condition for reliable and productive peer assessment;
instead, they consider that students feel stimulated as raters if they have more freedom to

develop their own assessments. Furthermore, it would further promote their abilities, critical
thinking and sense of responsibility.
Although traditionally teachers’ and experts’ grades are considered as the valid ones (Stefani,
1994; Falchikov, 2000; Cho, Schunn & Wilson 2006; Sung, Chang, Chang & Yu, 2010;
Jackson, 2014; Formanek, Wenger, Buxner, Impey & Sonam, 2017), authors such as Piech,
Huang, Chen, Do, Ng & Koller (2013) state that the “true mark” is not necessarily the teachers’
one; they propose to distance teacher’s rubric and its validity. To avoid this dichotomy in the
“true grade” (teachers’ vs students’ grading), and also to improve validity, several authors have
highlighted the benefits of training in the reviewing mechanism (Sluijsmans et al., 2002b;
Sadler & Good, 2006; Topping 2009; Zundert, Sluijsmans & Merriënboer, 2010; Meletiadou &
Tsagari, 2014; Topping, 2017; Formanek et al., 2017). Furthermore, many studies have
involved students in the definition and development of the assessment criteria in order to
improve assessment results and students’ involvement in the activity (Orsmond, Merry &
Reiling 2000; Falchikov and Goldfinch 2000; Sluijsmans et al., 2002a; Liu &Carless, 2006;
Falchikov, 2013; Leenknecht, & Prins. 2018).
Different approaches to assessment criteria do not necessarily imply different points of view
on whether they should be applied or not to MOOCs, as opposed to traditional learning
environments. The way in which MOOCs are implemented develops new ways of studentteacher-course interaction. Several authors (van Hattum-Janssen & Lourenço, 2008; Topping,
2009) point out the relevance of student implication and participation when designing
evaluation criteria for peer assessment activities. Students get more involved in the task, and a
two way path of understanding the activity is created. However, this proposal cannot be applied
to MOOCs: (i) the ‘open’ nature of MOOCs brings together students with very different
backgrounds and needs, and, consequently, with very different perspectives; and (ii) another
common property of these courses is students’ asynchrony when following the course. Student
implication and participation in the design of criteria becomes complicated due to this factor.
Strict submission dates can help overcome such issue. Many authors have highlighted the
important effects of deadlines on formative actions that require feedback (Ng, 2014; Black &
Williams, 2009; Epstein et al., 2002; Webb, Stock & McCarthy, 1994; Kulik & Kulik, 1988;
McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1986). Feedback delays can cause formative evaluations to
be useless. Some studies have addressed through experimentation that immediate feedback
leads to better learning than a delayed one (Kehrer, Kelly & Heffernan, 2013). In this sense,
MOOCs usually take place in fast paced contexts, and hence, deadlines times are usually tight.
Number of raters
The effect of the number of raters on peer assessment has been analyzed with different results
depending on the study. Falchikov & Goldfich (2000:312) hold that “singletons do not appear to
be less reliable than others”, however they refer to reliability by analyzing its correlation with
instructor grades (validity), instead of analyzing the reliability of the raters. They also suggest
that a large number of raters may cause a diffusion of responsibility in reviewing tasks.
However, this may be caused due to the consequent higher number of required reviews for each
student and, therefore, promote boredom in the reviewing process. The studies of Cho, Schunn,
& Wilson (2006), Kilic & Cakan (2007), Xiao & Lucking (2008), Sung et al., (2010) and
Chang, Liang & Chen (2013) found that reliability increases by increasing the number of raters.
The results obtained in the study carried out by Kulkarni, Wei, Le, Chia, Papadopoulos, Cheng
et al., (2013) concluded that an increasing number of raters increases accuracy (they use
accuracy to express the degree of proximity to the teachers’/experts’ mark). To be more

specific, the improvements experimented are decreasing as the number of reviewers increases
following a logarithmic trend. In the model used by Li, Xiong, Zang & Mindy (2016) for their
meta-analysis, the correlation between teachers’ and peers’ ratings was high for assignments
with more than 10 reviewers, medium for assignments with 6 to 10 reviewers, and low for 5 or
less reviewers. However, the results were not statistically significant at the 95% level.

Social factors
According to Topping (2009:24), “social processes can influence and contaminate the
reliability and validity of peer assessments”. Social factors such as friendship, aversion,
popularity, conflict avoidance and so on are present in peer assessments (Friedman, Cox, &
Maher, 2008; Topping 2009). They particularly show up when peer assessment activities are
carried out on face to face methodologies. Therefore, these are not a critical factor in MOOCs
due to geographical distance, online anonymization, and even because of asynchrony.
Onset education often chooses to keep the assessed tasks double-blinded (Ng, 2016). This is
often the case in MOOCs, where users are only identified by the nickname or just the
identification number that the platform assigns to each one. However, factors such as anxiety
are present at any educational scenario for both reviewer and reviewee (Topping, 2017). MOOC
anonymity and distance environments diminish the assessment subjectivity caused by these
social factors. However, many others social factors, such as the inevitable sympathy towards
peers, the use of a foreign language, different culture, economic factors, gender, etc. (Suen,
2014; Kizilcec, Davis & Cohen, 2017; Kizilcec, Saltarelli, Reich, & Cohen, 2017) cannot be
avoided nor controlled.
Haynes, Smithe, Dysthe & Ludvigsen (2012) identified another factor that affects peer
assessment marginally. They tested it in six different high schools in Norway. Students perceive
feedback as more or less useful depending on the manners and the terms used as well as on the
classroom’s atmosphere. In this way, critical feedback is taken as constructive under the
appropriate circumstances and a correct choice of words. Peer evaluation promotes this sort of
contexts because students are often acquainted to each other. Furthermore, Hovardas,
Tsivitanidou & Zacharia (2014) hold that peer feedback entails more improvements for learners
than expert feedback. Initially, this factor does not affect the reliability or validity of the
assessment process as it involves the way the students perceive the feedback in the assessment.
We can conclude that social factors can also play some role in MOOC peer assessment, since
“peer assessment is a multifaceted process… affected by a number of psychological and
personality traits” (AlFallay, 2004:419).
2.3. Measuring reliability in peer assessments
The core aim and benefit in peer assessment is the learning that students experience during
the peer assessment process, both as assessors and assessees. However, summative assessment
may be considered as a possibility in some cases. Traditionally, the resulting grades from peer
assessment have been considered valid or not by confronting them with teacher’s/expert’s
ratings (Stefani, 1994; Falchikov, 2000; Tsai, Lin & Yuan, 2002; Cho, Schunn & Wilson 2006;
Kilic & Cakan, 2007; Sung et al., 2010; Chang, Tseng & Lou, 2012; Sung et al., 2014; Li,
Xiong, Zang, Kornhaber, Lyu, Chung et al., 2016; Formanek et al., 2017). This comparison of
students’ evaluation with the teachers’ ratings has been referred to as ‘validity’, while the term
‘reliability’ is used to determine the consistency among peer ratings (Richmond et al., 1992;

Luo, Robinson & Park, 2014; Jackson, 2014). The results obtained in terms of validity and
reliability of peer assessment vary from one study to another.
Cho, Schunn & Wilson (2006) point out that both reliability and validity studies always
leave aside students’ point of view, in favor of the teachers’. Students and teachers perceive
reliability and validity differently: “the instructor can take into account the effective reliability
of ratings generated by a set of peers, whereas each student is restricted to a consideration of the
reliability of individual peer ratings”; hence, students’ opinion is based on the criterion that
“the greater the spread of grades, the less reliable”.
No matter the rater or the group of raters chosen for a specific task, Hayes & Krippendorff
(2007) talk about the inherent presence of the human condition: “When relying on human
observers, researchers must worry about the quality of the data”. Classical test theory is based
on the assumption that every grade can be understood as the sum of ‘true score’ (Novick, 1966;
Lord and Novick, 1968), this is, “the expectation of an individual’s observed score”
(Zimmerman et al., 2005), plus the error score.
The level of agreement or consistency among the evaluations or judgments carried out by the
raters or ‘graders’ is known as IRR (Lavrakas, 2008; Lange, 2011). Krippendorff (2011) defines
reliability as “the extent to which different methods, research results or people arrive to the
same interpretations or facts”. However, “reliability is only a prerequisite to validity. It cannot
guarantee it” (Krippendorff, 2011). Raters’ consistency is the most relevant factor when
studying and analyzing reliability. Through reliability, we try to figure out if raters are
consistent in their judgments or assessments, without taking into account the level of agreement
they reach; “The consistency of a marker is more important than whether he or she disagrees
with another marker” (Brown, Bull, & Pendlebury, 1997, p.235).
Hayes and Krippedorff (2007) claim that “choosing an index of reliability is complicated by
the number of indexes that have been proposed”. For starters, we should reject measuring IRR
by means of percentages of agreement (Hallgren, 2012) because it ignores the level of
agreement, in favor of a ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ evaluation. Information loss is therefore severe
unless the analysis is limited to dichotomic, or even nominal, variables.
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC), also known as the “Product Moment Correlation
Coefficient” (PMCC) has been used in several studies as an interrater reliability estimator (Cho,
Schunn, & Wilson, 2006; Jones, & Wheadon, 2015; Ashenafi, 2015). Particularly, it has been
applied to the analysis of quantitative variables in peer assessments. However, this coefficient,
besides assuming a state of normality, can only be applied if the raters are only two and if they
are in charge of assessing all participants. This measure is, therefore, not applicable in our case.
Some studies have chosen to overcome the limitation in the number of raters by using Fleiss’
kappa (Schaer, 2012; Raman & Joachims, 2014). In this way, they have managed to include
more raters, but this measure can, once again, only be either dichotomic or nominal. Cohen’s
kappa (Cohen, 1960), which is a non-parametric test for qualitative variables, or Scott’s pi
(Scott, 1955), are some of the other statistical methods that have been used for IRR measuring
(Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & April, 2004; Antoine, Villaneau, & Lefeuvre, 2014; Zapf, Castell,
Morawietz & Karch 2016). The most common methodology found when studying reliability in
peer evaluations is the Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC), or other derived versions from it
(Cho, Schunn, & Wilson, 2006; Xiao & Lucking, 2008; Luo, Robinson, & Park, 2014; Shieh,
2016; Formanek et al., 2017; Yoon, Park, Myung, Moon, & Park, 2018). Its basic advantage is
that it allows high flexibility on the number of raters per test. However, within our data
collection, we have 63 distinct peer assessment activities from our platform, that sum up to

27,745 submitted tasks, with three or more raters in each task distributed across different
courses. Furthermore, we find differences in the number of raters within each activity due to
how the peer assessment is operationalized in the MOOC platform. For all this, ICC
requirements do not match the properties of our sample.
Anyhow, Shout & Fleiss (1979) presented a statistical method similar to ICC which has
already been used within the MOOC context by Luo, Robinson & Park (2014). The variability
in the number of raters made the authors limit their ICC study to only those tests that had five
raters. We consider that subsetting the data for an ICC statistical analysis based on the number
of raters, clearly undermines the robustness and trustworthiness of the reliability analysis we
want to conduct.
Krippendorff’s alpha statistic (Krippendorff, 1970; 2011; 2018) provides a reliability
measure based on the expected and the observed disagreement. This method comes along with a
very high data flexibility: it works with two or more raters, and it does not require that every
rater has evaluated every test (the statistic can handle missing values). Besides, it is applicable
to all sorts of data types, like ordinal, interval or binary variables. Attending to the measurement
scale in our case study, the requisites that the statistic must meet are any number of raters and
the existence of missing data. Therefore, we decide to use in this article Krippendorff’s alpha
statistic to analyze peer assessment reliability in MOOCs for the reasons already given: i) we
require a statistic that can handle more than two raters, ii) we require flexibility in the number of
raters for each subset, iii) we require to handle missing values, and finally iv) we require a
statistic able to deal with ratio variables.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Context
UNED-COMA
was
developed
under
the
open
platform
OpenMOOC
(https://github.com/OpenMOOC) and integrated within the framework of OpenupED
(https://www.openuped.eu). By the date when this study was conducted, there were 23
courses, from technical topics such as basic analytical chemistry or practice-based
electrical/electronics circuits, to second language learning or focused on continuous training
(Capdevila & Aranzadi, 2014; García-Loro, Díaz, Tawfik, Martín, Sancristobal & Castro,
2014). The platform also hosts Small Private Online Courses (SPOCs) targeting teachers. The
platform has around 140k unique students and 220k enrolments in courses that have triggered
more than 25k certification badges.
The structures and the activities designed by the Educational Boards (EBs) ⎯to-do
activities, questions, answers and evaluation criteria⎯ can be found in PostgreSQL. Answers
and student activities are recorded in MongoDB. Students’ data are stored in a different DDBB
tables, separated from the rest of the structure. Figure 1 depicts the structure we have just
described. The different Postgres tables are nested through the fields shown in the arrows in
Figure 1, except for the table of users, which is independent. Each activity provided by the
platform is nested in the activity table. Figure 1 exclusively presents peer evaluation activities.

Figure 1. MongoDB and PostgreSQL joint data schema.

3.2. Peer assessment implementation
Peer evaluation activities on the platform are organized in the following two steps, which are
also a requisite in order to consider the peer assessment activity as completed:
1. The student needs to upload the task developed to the platform. Strict deadlines are
optional in this step.
2. The student needs to assess a minimum number of tasks from other peers. This
number is fixed by the EB, and most of the times is around 3 reviews. However,
they have no control on which tasks are assigned to which student since this process
is automatically run by the matchmaking system of the platform.
Once the student has completed both steps, the platform marks the task as completed by the
student. Nevertheless, before the grading process can be finished, the students’ assignment
needs to be evaluated by a minimum number of students (fixed by the EB). Even if the student
already completed both steps, they will need to wait until other students complete the evaluation
of their own assignment.
The assessment of each task implies both a summative and a formative component. They
both respond to the criteria previously set by the EB. The assessments provided to students can
be classified into two types:
•

Quantitative evaluation (summative assessment): The assignment is graded based
on whole numbers from 1 to 5 (min and max respectively), according to evaluation
criteria or rubrics, provided by the EB.

•

Qualitative evaluation (formative assessment): the author of the task receives
feedback written by the reviewer. It is implemented in an optional way on the
platform.

The full process for a peer assessment activity is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(A) shows the
creation of a peer assessment task with the different settings that EBs may use: (A1) here the
EB’s may add additional contents for the activity, like a video or documents; (A2) this selection
box is used to establish the minimum number of reviewers required; (A3) short description of
the activity; and (A4) the definition of the criterion (title and short description) for each of the
criteria to be assessed. Figure 2(B) shows the student interface to complete a peer assessment
task: (B1) provides the short description provided by the EBs in (A3); meanwhile (B2) shows
the criteria information provided by the EBs in (A4); (B3) and (B4) are the options provided by
the platform to submit the answer, either as plain text (B3) or attaching a document (B4). Figure
2(C) shows the interface that a student sees when acting as a reviewer in a peer assessment. (C1)
provides the description provided by the EB in the section (A3); (C2) is the answer provided by
the student (plain text, no file attached); (C3) and (C3’) are the criteria to be graded by the
student, which was set up by the EB in (A4); (C4) and (C4’) are the scale (1-5) to grade each
criterion (in this example we have two criteria); (C5) is intended for the reviewer’s written
feedback.

(B)

(A)
A1

A2

(C)

B1
C1

A3

B2
B3

C2
C3

C3'

A4
C4
B4

C4'

C5

Figure 2. Implementation of a peer activity and different stages of a peer assessment task in the platform.
From left to right: (A) teacher’s design of the activity; (B) student’s answer; (C) peer’s review.

Analyzing Figure 2 you might have deducted that all criteria have the same weigh in the
grade of the task: the grade of each individual rater will be the unweighted average of the scores
of each criteria proposed for the peer assessment task. The final grade will be the average of all
peer raters’ grades. The assessment of a certain peer activity is based, or should be based, on
criteria established by the EB. The summative evaluation on the platform is mandatory, in other
words, no review can be submitted unless it includes the grade. However, formative feedback is
optional and raters can submit the review to the system without introducing one. Additionally,
the feedback box (C5) is not particular for each criterion, but it is a global feedback, yet some
EBs may choose to promote it given the bidirectional benefits we have talked about in the
previous section. Since the platform does not include a detailed control of this aspect of the
evaluation, we do not focus on it.
3.3. Krippendorff’s alpha
The study described in this paper has extracted the data from all the summative evaluations
from UNED-COMA platform. As we analysed in Section 3.2., Krippendorff’s alpha effectively

works with the data we have collected, since the number of raters is independent, it works with
different data types and it can handle missing values. It also takes into account the coincidences
derived from randomized answers. According to Krippendorff (2001, 2004), Krippendorff’s
alpha is formulated as follows:
2
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Where:
α

Krippendorff’s alpha

Do

the observed disagreement

De

the expected disagreement

ock, nc, nk and n frequencies of values in coincidence matrix
2
𝛿𝑐𝑘

difference function

c, k

elements in the difference function for the weights (row & columns)

The resulting statistical measure is a coefficient ranged from 0 to 1, where 0 is perfect
disagreement and 1 is perfect agreement. The coincidence matrix is constructed from the ratings
given by the reviewers. It is a square and symmetrical matrix which columns and rows are
tagged with the grades assigned by raters. The coincidence matrix assigns a tabulation of the
number of coincidences between values, “it visualizes the reliability of the data it tabulates”
Krippendorff (2018:408). The difference function is defined according to the metric of the data
in order to “weight the observed and expected coincidences of c-k pairs of values”,
Krippendorff (2004:232).
3.4. Data collection
Our data include a total number of 89 peer evaluation activities, of which 63 have been
considered valid for this study. The main rationale behind this selection has been the validity of
the activity, given that, in many cases, EBs have rejected or redesigned some activities, which
have consequently become obsolete. We have determined validity based on those contents that
were ratified by EBs. Another reason has been based on the size of the sample of tasks
submitted; if it was too small the peer activity has not been considered. Table 1 shows one
example of the, already, pre-processed raw information extracted from our DDBB, according to
the methodology we have specified above, from which we have post-processed and analyzed the
data.
Table 1. Extracted and post-processed information.

author_id activity_id
reviewer_ids
N. reviewers Reviewers assessment
84613
1170
[80610, 89931, 52632]
3
[4.0, 4.0, 5.0]
53370
1170
[89931, 52632, 49306]
3
[2.75, 3.75, 4.75]
7534
1171
[40684, 89931, 67346]
3
[3.75, 4.25, 4.25]
44385
1237
[89399, 60279, 90426]
3
[4.0, 4.0, 5.0]
875428
1168
[66530, 41933, 60878]
3
[3.0, 4.0, 4.0]
87985
1237
[89277, 65993, 60593]
3
[3.0, 5.0, 5.0]
99445
1168
[72232, 72332, 89931]
3
[3.0, 3.5, 3.5]
78769
1237
[89399, 60279, 58740]
3
[4.0, 5.0, 5.0]
65257
1237
[89399, 38090, 26724]
3
[3.0, 4.0, 5.0]
33956
1171
[89931, 49306, 52632]
3
[1.0, 2.5, 3.25]
89452
1172
[80610, 49306, 67346]
3
[3.25, 4.0, 4.75]
103407
1174
[80610, 49306, 67346]
3
[3.25, 4.0, 5.0]
28732
1170
[49306, 67346, 54142]
3
[3.0, 3.25, 3.5]
73482
1171
[67346, 52632, 64663]
3
[2.75, 3.5, 5.0]
29452
1174
[89931, 67346, 40684]
3
[3.0, 4.75, 4.75]

4. RESULTS
4.1. Distribution of the peer review assessments
We have collected globally a total number of 37,506 submitted tasks that belonged to peer
evaluation activities. 9,761 tasks were discarded due to they belonged to the not validated peer
activities aforementioned in section 3.4 or because they were not reviewed by at least three
raters. We have thus included 27,745 valid tasks.
Regarding to the final grades, most of them span from 3.5 to 4.5 (55.81%). The most
common final grade (mode) has been 4 (6.33%). 5.32% peer tasks obtained the highest grade
(5); while the lowest grade (1) was only given to 43 tasks (0.155%). The average grade has been
3.859 out of 5; meanwhile, the median is 3.917. Therefore, given that the mean is lower than
the median, and that they are both lower than the mode, the distribution of grades is slightly
biased to the right as Figure 3 shows. Regarding to the peer reviews, we have a sample of
93,334 reviews, most of them were scored between 4 and 5 (56.74%), the mode has been 5
(24.46%), while only 2.33% of the reviews were marked with the minimum grade.

Figure 3. Distribution of the final grade over the 27,745 tasks validated; dark vertical line indicates the
mean of all final grades, grey vertical line denotes the median while light-grey vertical line the mode.

Each validated task of this study involves, at least, three reviews. Taking into account that
each review task has several evaluation criteria, we had to consider almost 334,000 assessed
criteria to come up with the summative evaluations of each revision. All this information is
contained in Figure 4 for each activity where it represents the number of submitted tasks on the

x-axis, the average number of raters per activity on the y-axis, and the number of evaluation
criteria for each activity.

Figure 4. Scatterplot representing the available data. Each dot represents an activity with the average
number of raters on the y-axis and the number of submitted tasks (log scale) in x-axis. The size of the dot
codifies the number of criterions in the task.

4.2. Results of reliability based on Krippendorff’s alpha
Krippendorff’s alpha considers observers interchangeable with the number of pairs used.
Consequently, the results are based on all the data provided by all observers, and it is not
affected by their number (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007).
The value of Krippendorff’s alpha (see equation) must be found between ‘1’, when the
observed disagreement (Do) is null, and ‘0’ when the observed disagreement (Do) matches the
expected disagreement (De). According to Krippendorff (2011), as a general rule of thumb, we
assume that the relevant values, or the statistically significant values for Krippendorff’s alpha,
should be over 0.80. However, some positive conclusions or trends can be drawn from 0.67
onwards. To this respect, Hallgren (2012) points out that these values can vary depending on
research methodology and goals. Table 2 presents the Krippendorff’s alpha results for the
considered peer activities based on the aforementioned equation and the macro provided by
Hayes & Krippendorff (2007). The box-plot representation for Krippendorff’s alpha of the 63
analyzed activities in the different courses is shown in Figure 5. The mean for all 63 activities is
of 0.2327; while the first and the third quartiles are on 0.1573 and 0.3092 respectively. In other
words, most of the activities have a very low Krippendorff’s alpha.
Table 2. Krippendorff’s alpha results.

PAT#001
PAT#002
PAT#003
PAT#004
PAT#005
PAT#006
PAT#007
PAT#008
PAT#009
PAT#010
PAT#011
PAT#012
PAT#013
PAT#014
PAT#015
PAT#016
PAT#017
PAT#018
PAT#019
PAT#020
PAT#021

Alpha
0.16
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.14
0.57
0.21
0.40
0.19
0.16
0.31
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.11
0.23
0.17
0.36

Units Observers Pairs
91
98
832
160
178
1787
518
560
3207
245
282
1300
374
399
4332
318
333
2612
59
86
213
305
317
2055
50
59
196
249
259
1717
226
227
1688
155
157
930
6206
6615
27299
3867
4324
13455
2878
3284
9324
2138
2699
7123
2161
2500
6931
1049
1548
3496
201
398
679
103
187
315
82
159
280

PAT#022
PAT#023
PAT#024
PAT#025
PAT#026
PAT#027
PAT#028
PAT#029
PAT#030
PAT#031
PAT#032
PAT#033
PAT#034
PAT#035
PAT#036
PAT#037
PAT#038
PAT#039
PAT#040
PAT#041
PAT#042

Alpha
0.04
0.36
0.24
0.20
0.32
0.21
0.29
0.22
0.24
0.17
0.14
0.17
0.42
0.19
0.09
0.38
0.53
0.13
0.14
0.23
0.47

Units Observers Pairs
476
529
2923
124
131
724
69
75
577
115
119
727
89
95
538
314
355
976
219
294
762
66
70
354
242
303
806
163
218
777
211
240
802
187
215
591
148
178
613
30
35
171
81
133
378
92
122
317
37
58
157
93
125
279
62
95
189
288
347
1010
30
35
143

PAT#043
PAT#044
PAT#045
PAT#046
PAT#047
PAT#048
PAT#049
PAT#050
PAT#051
PAT#052
PAT#053
PAT#054
PAT#055
PAT#056
PAT#057
PAT#058
PAT#059
PAT#060
PAT#061
PAT#062
PAT#063

Alpha
0.46
0.34
0.27
0.15
0.21
0.24
0.22
0.23
0.44
0.29
0.31
0.27
0.14
0.32
0.39
0.20
0.22
0.15
0.01
0.05
0.50

Units Observers Pairs
36
38
135
200
258
674
213
262
690
466
532
5324
293
336
1133
218
287
946
350
383
1536
162
199
492
139
180
417
92
139
342
90
146
279
118
119
378
89
153
267
171
175
804
102
115
453
53
51
204
229
261
792
78
98
234
31
37
114
15
20
54
29
52
87

Figure 5. Boxplot of the Krippendorff’s alpha values of all peer review activities in all courses.

4.3. Factors influencing reliability
Considering all tasks, the average standard deviation (SD) and the Pearson’s Coefficient of
Variation (PCV) of the Krippendorff’s alpha are 0.12 and 0.5 respectively. The mean of
Krippendorff’s alpha for all peer review activities is 0.2327 (Figure 6). By analyzing the peer
assessment tasks by course, we can draw some conclusions, e.g., in Figure 6 the reliability of
the peer assessment tasks is grouped by course and arranged by its sequence order within the
course. The dispersion of the reliability by course is, in general terms, much better than the
global one. Considering those courses containing at least two peer assessments tasks, averaging
the reliability of the tasks by course provides a better result in terms of dispersion: Only one
course (C23 in Figure 6) presents worse dispersion values (SD  0.16, PCV  0.7), and two
courses (C24 and C25) present similar dispersion values (C24:: SD  0.11, PCV  0.5; C25::
SD  0.14, PCV  0.48). Most courses (8 courses) present dispersion values for the reliability
around half of the global one, both for the SD and PCV. It should be noted the case of course
C20, which, with five peer assessment tasks, presents the lowest dispersion values (0.01 and
0.07 for SD and PCV respectively).

Figure 6. Evolution of the Krippendorff alpha value among the different courses and through the different
tasks.

Table 3 presents the percental distribution of disagreement in the subset of raters of each task
assessed. To generate this distribution, we compute the maximal distance between the grades
given by each group of raters in each task and classify them in their disagreement range. Table 3
shows the dispersion between maximal and minimal grades in the subset of raters for each peer
evaluation task on the platform, which is calculated without considering the number of raters in
each subset of raters. Obviously the more raters, the higher the chance of disagreeing
evaluations as the probability of getting larger maximal distances increases.
Table 3. Maximum distance among the subset of raters (percentages).

PAT#001
PAT#002
PAT#003
PAT#004
PAT#005
PAT#006
PAT#007
PAT#008
PAT#009
PAT#010
PAT#011
PAT#012
PAT#013
PAT#014
PAT#015
PAT#016
PAT#017
PAT#018
PAT#019
PAT#020
PAT#021
PAT#022
PAT#023
PAT#024
PAT#025
PAT#026
PAT#027
PAT#028
PAT#029
PAT#030
PAT#031
PAT#032

n reviews (mean)
91
4,70
160
5,21
518
4,01
245
3,76
374
5,31
318
4,48
59
3,20
305
4,17
50
3,30
249
4,04
226
4,18
155
3,99
6206
3,43
3867
3,12
2878
3,06
2138
3,06
2161
3,06
1049
3,05
201
3,07
103
3,02
82
3,10
476
3,93
124
3,92
69
4,55
115
3,91
89
3,84
314
3,03
219
3,08
66
3,74
242
3,08
163
3,59
211
3,25

0
0,00%
0,00%
10,16%
3,35%
0,27%
0,32%
41,51%
2,01%
52,27%
0,82%
1,36%
1,34%
0,66%
1,68%
1,78%
2,44%
2,97%
21,00%
16,41%
10,31%
19,74%
13,83%
3,39%
1,59%
2,75%
2,41%
1,95%
3,29%
0,00%
2,12%
7,01%
34,63%

(0, 0.5]
4,40%
3,25%
0,00%
5,86%
0,82%
2,88%
0,00%
7,36%
0,00%
2,47%
3,18%
3,36%
9,65%
13,21%
14,38%
13,13%
14,52%
0,00%
1,54%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,85%
0,00%
3,67%
3,61%
9,42%
15,02%
3,33%
15,68%
10,19%
0,00%

(0.5, 1]
9,89%
9,74%
32,42%
22,59%
10,87%
20,19%
20,75%
26,42%
18,18%
28,81%
27,73%
22,82%
20,85%
26,91%
26,78%
28,80%
30,58%
41,32%
39,49%
46,39%
39,47%
20,00%
28,81%
15,87%
23,85%
13,25%
25,97%
29,11%
23,33%
28,39%
26,75%
28,29%

(1, 2]
36,26%
37,66%
32,42%
36,40%
50,27%
51,60%
20,75%
46,15%
15,91%
48,97%
49,09%
46,31%
45,82%
42,19%
42,76%
42,68%
39,44%
24,07%
29,23%
27,84%
17,11%
24,47%
39,83%
47,62%
40,37%
40,96%
44,81%
39,44%
38,33%
34,32%
33,12%
19,02%

(2, 3]
28,57%
32,47%
14,84%
23,01%
29,62%
21,47%
13,21%
14,72%
9,09%
16,46%
14,55%
22,82%
19,11%
13,52%
12,36%
10,79%
10,39%
8,53%
9,74%
9,28%
13,16%
14,47%
24,58%
28,57%
22,02%
33,73%
12,34%
7,04%
23,33%
11,44%
13,38%
9,27%

(3, 4]
20,88%
16,88%
10,16%
8,79%
8,15%
3,53%
3,77%
3,34%
4,55%
2,47%
4,09%
3,36%
3,90%
2,49%
1,95%
2,16%
2,09%
5,08%
3,59%
6,19%
10,53%
27,23%
2,54%
6,35%
7,34%
6,02%
5,52%
6,10%
11,67%
8,05%
9,55%
8,78%

PAT#033
PAT#034
PAT#035
PAT#036
PAT#037
PAT#038
PAT#039
PAT#040
PAT#041
PAT#042
PAT#043
PAT#044
PAT#045
PAT#046
PAT#047
PAT#048
PAT#049
PAT#050
PAT#051
PAT#052
PAT#053
PAT#054
PAT#055
PAT#056
PAT#057
PAT#058
PAT#059
PAT#060
PAT#061
PAT#062
PAT#063

n reviews (mean)
187
3,05
148
3,34
30
3,80
81
3,40
92
3,13
37
3,41
93
3,00
62
3,02
288
3,15
30
3,57
36
3,25
200
3,12
213
3,08
466
5,16
293
3,28
218
3,31
350
3,41
162
3,01
139
3,00
92
3,11
90
3,03
118
3,07
89
3,00
171
3,56
102
3,46
53
3,28
229
3,15
78
3,00
31
3,23
15
3,20
29
3,00

0
50,28%
20,42%
4,17%
10,67%
12,79%
19,35%
20,69%
26,79%
25,89%
4,17%
0,00%
62,37%
70,53%
2,39%
14,63%
8,96%
10,17%
54,49%
69,17%
12,79%
28,57%
29,46%
0,00%
1,21%
6,25%
0,00%
1,35%
1,39%
7,69%
38,46%
4,35%

(0, 0.5]
0,00%
9,86%
8,33%
2,67%
13,95%
6,45%
5,75%
0,00%
0,00%
12,50%
6,67%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
12,18%
0,00%
16,28%
11,90%
0,00%
10,84%
7,27%
4,17%
4,26%
11,21%
8,33%
0,00%
0,00%
13,04%

(0.5, 1]
22,65%
33,80%
25,00%
17,33%
23,26%
22,58%
22,99%
14,29%
37,94%
16,67%
40,00%
21,13%
17,87%
18,48%
49,83%
54,25%
42,15%
8,33%
16,54%
17,44%
20,24%
29,46%
30,12%
35,15%
34,38%
27,66%
27,35%
25,00%
0,00%
30,77%
34,78%

(1, 2]
15,47%
21,13%
33,33%
24,00%
31,40%
35,48%
32,18%
23,21%
22,70%
41,67%
40,00%
14,95%
7,73%
37,17%
27,18%
29,25%
36,63%
12,82%
12,03%
36,05%
26,19%
21,43%
48,19%
39,39%
30,21%
44,68%
40,36%
52,78%
38,46%
7,69%
43,48%

(2, 3]
6,63%
5,63%
16,67%
18,67%
12,79%
9,68%
6,90%
19,64%
10,64%
20,83%
13,33%
1,03%
0,97%
27,39%
6,62%
6,60%
9,30%
5,13%
1,50%
15,12%
7,14%
4,46%
10,84%
16,97%
21,88%
14,89%
16,59%
12,50%
23,08%
23,08%
4,35%

(3, 4]
4,97%
9,15%
12,50%
26,67%
5,81%
6,45%
11,49%
16,07%
2,84%
4,17%
0,00%
0,52%
2,90%
14,57%
1,74%
0,94%
1,74%
7,05%
0,75%
2,33%
5,95%
15,18%
0,00%
0,00%
3,13%
8,51%
3,14%
0,00%
30,77%
0,00%
0,00%

We believe that additional explanation regarding the Krippendorff’s alpha reliability peer
assessment will be helpful to avoid misinterpreting some data points. For the results in Table 3,
grades vary from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) in a 1 by 1 scale of whole numbers. For those tests
that contain only one evaluation criterion, which is the case in over 20 activities, the lowest
level of disagreement would be a distance of 1. Therefore, this is the reason why we consider
the maximal distance of 1 as acceptable for an agreement percentage. Figure 7a and Figure 7b
scatterplots show the relationship between Krippendorff’s alpha and the percentage of tests in
which the evaluation of the raters has shown a strong agreement (distance between grades below
or equal to 1) and the percentage of tests in which the evaluation provided by the subset of raters
has shown a strong disagreement (distance between grades bigger or equal to 3). The PCC
coefficient for the Krippendorff’s alpha and the percentage of peer assessment tasks with a
strong agreement between the raters of each subset is low, 0.311 (p-value = 0.013). In the case
of the correlation between the disagreement and the reliability, the correlation is stronger, -0.395
(p-value = 0.001).
Figure 4c and Figure 4d show the relationship between the number of criteria of the activity
and the average number of raters, respectively, with the Krippendorff’s alpha. In both cases, the
PCC coefficient is not significant (p-values = 0.7901 and 0.2845 respectively), thus we accept
the hypothesis that true correlation is equal to 0. Furthermore, the correlation is low in both
cases (0.034 and -0.137 respectively).

Figure 7a. Linear regression for Krippendorff’s
alpha and percentage of tasks by activity with a
strong agreement.

Figure 7b. Linear regression for Krippendorff’s
alpha and percentage of tasks with strong
disagreement.

Figure 7c. Dispersion between Krippendorff’s
alpha and the number of criterions of the activity.

Figure 7d. Dispersion between Krippendorff’s
alpha and the average of reviewers.

Figure 7. Scatterplots showing the reliability dispersion based on different factors.

5. DISCUSSION
Attending to the values obtained for Krippendorff’s alpha statistic in the 63 assessed
activities, and considering the recommendations offered in Krippendorff & Bock (2009: 354)
and Krippendorff (2004: 241) to “rely on Krippendorff’s alpha above 0.80”, we find that in our
peer review activity dataset there are no significant values in terms of agreement between
reviewers. Therefore, none of the peer evaluation activities carried out in the different courses
on the platform can be considered reliable when talking about the evaluations performed by the
students.
The maximum value of Krippendorff’s alpha was obtained in activity PAT#007 (0.5718).
However, not even this value is enough to be used for “drawing tentative conclusions”, because
the value remains under the threshold value (0.667) (Krippenddorff & Bock, 2009:354;
Krippenddorff, 2004:241).
Under the assumption that reliability is, although not sufficient, a necessary condition to
guarantee the validity of the established evaluation methodology, with the obtained results in

hand we can conclude that grades obtained by means of peer assessment in this study are not
trustworthy. Jonsson & Svingby (2007) highlight that reliability is not always required for
validity, because there are certain scenarios where “the basis of the assessment can be easily
changed” (for example, in-classroom assessments). These scenarios are nowhere close to our
case study.
Despite we cannot perform a direct comparison between our results and the ones reported in
other studies due to the use of different statistics, the differences and conclusions from each
separate study suggest that our study presents much lower reliability than the rest of studies that
performed similar analysis in other contexts and using different metrics. The results obtained in
classical learning scenarios tend to provide a solid reliability. For example the ones provided by
Yoon et al., (2018) ⎯with ICCs values obtained from 0.390 to 0.863; being the overall average
0.659, from 141 students, who were divided into 18 groups in 11 team-based learning classes⎯
or the ones obtained by Salehi & Masoule (2017) ⎯Cronbach’s alpha values from 0.709 to
0.900 for peer assessing oral production in three groups. Moreover, in other studies using
MOOCs as learning scenario; for example the ICC averages measures obtained by Formanek et
al., (2017) and Luo, Robinson & Park (2014) ⎯0.591 for the ICC and 0.579 respectively.
Anyway, and according to our results, the fact that we did not find any peer assessment
activities with Krippendorff’s alpha values even close to the recommended threshold values,
drives us to think that the reason might be a systematic problem and not particularly associated
with specific peer assessment activities in our case study. However, analyzing Figure 6 we can
see how the mean of the Krippendorff’s alpha between courses is quite different. We do not find
substantial differences after grouping courses by topic and, according to the data obtained, it
does not look as if there is a significant relationship between the topic of the course and the
reliability achieved. Conversely, even if they are focused on similar topics, such as C21, C31
and C32, all of them focused on TICs and its applications, which have completely different
results (C21:: mean  0.23, SD  0.16, PCV  0.7; C31:: mean  0.049, SD  0.12, PCV  0.24;
C32:: mean  0.027, SD  0.07, PCV  0.26). Another example is C20 and C24, both dedicated
to the study of foreign languages, which have relatively similar Krippendorff’s alpha value (C24
 0.22; C20  0.16), but with dispersion rates quite far from each other (C24:: SD  0.11, PCV
 0.5; C20:: SD  0.01, PCV  0.07). Therefore, in our case study we do not find the topic of
the course as a relevant factor affecting reliability, in accordance with the conclusions obtained
by Falchikov, & Goldfinch (2000).
It is noteworthy the high grades obtained in the peer assessment activities within the
platform. One potential explanation regarding this aspect may be related to the involved social
factors. While in MOOCs certain social aspects, described in section 2.2, are avoided due to the
physical distance and anonymity, some others might still be playing a role, such as the
“perception of criticism as socially uncomfortable” (Topping 2009). Students may be more
generous when grading a fellow peer, if we compare grades with instructors’ ones (Marks &
Jackson, 2013). Hanrahan & Isaacs (2001) pinpoint that students experience empathy with
lecturers/tutors because of the large numbers of assignments, however they do not feel the same
way towards their peers. In this direction, the results obtained by Formanek et al., (2017) do not
show a global trend: “Peer graders tend to underestimate the top-scoring submissions while
overestimating the lowest scoring ones”. In the meta-analysis conducted by Falchikov &
Goldfinch (2000), from 22 studies (not considering atypical ones), 11 studies resulted in overgrading while 7 in under-grading, turning out a weighted mean very slightly under-grading
(effect size -0.02).

Training and practicing peer assessment tasks are highlighted as requirements for students
before an actual implementation in a real educational scenario (Topping, 2009). However, this
training is sometimes focused on how to conduct the grading side following the
recommendations of the EB, instead of on the educational component, reliability and/or validity
(Kulkarni et al., 2013). In any case, Sluijsmans, Brand-Gruwel & Merriënboer (2002a) indicate
that training promotes a more critical attitude when assessing, but that long training periods are
required in order to provide tangible improvements (Sluijsmans et al., 2002b). Formanek et al.,
(2017) found that the performing a previous training stage in how to assess, helped to improve
reliability: an average ICC of 0.591 for graders without previous training against an average
ICC of 0.682 for those trained graders. If we look at the reliability of our students as they
progress in each course, we hypothesize that it should improve as they are getting more
experienced in conducting peer assessment. When comparing in each course the average
reliability of the first half of peer assessment tasks with the average reliability of the final half of
peer assessment tasks (e.g., course 25 comprises six tasks: we have compared the average
reliability of tasks 1, 2 and 3 with the average reliability of tasks 4, 5 and 6; while course 29,
which comprises seven tasks: we have compared the average reliability of tasks 1, 2 and 3 with
the average reliability of tasks 5, 6 and 7), the next conclusions, which are in concordance with
the aforementioned studies, are envisaged: Courses with more than six tasks present an
improvement in the reliability. An average improvement of 54.63% when comparing the
reliability of initial tasks with final tasks.
For those courses with four or five peer assessment tasks, the results present a clear
difference between the reliability of the first and final halves. Perhaps new research in this
direction can experiment on the impact of having an initial peer-review training as a MOOC
activity in the reliability of the rest of peer-review assignments. If we recall the technical
implementation of the evaluation model based on Krippendorff’s alpha values, one of the
underlying assumptions was the idea of equity among peer raters. As aforementioned, whereas
traditional learning contexts can assume a high similarity degree in the background of their
learners, the ‘Open’ nature of MOOCs highly increments the diversity in learners’ profiles,
hence potentially breaking the equity among learners’ condition. In MOOCs we find that
learners have multiple backgrounds in content knowledge (especially those regarding STEM),
diverse sets of skills related to writing, text comprehension, synthesis and very different
intentions when enrolling in a MOOC (Alario-Hoyos, Pérez-Sanagustín, Delgado-Kloos,
Parada, & Muñoz-Organero, 2014; Watson, Watson, Yu, Alamri, & Mueller, 2017).
Two factors traditionally analyzed in the reliability have been the number of criterions and
the number of reviewers. Figure 4c and Figure 4d show the null relationship between the
number of criteria of the activity and the average number of raters, respectively, with the
Krippendorff’s alpha. In both cases, the Pearson's product-moment correlation was not
significant, thus in our case study we do not find a relationship between these factors and
reliability.
Regarding to the number of criteria or categories to be assessed by peer raters, and in
contrast to what Sadler & Good (2006) and Meletiadou & Tsagari (2014) found, or the
conclusions obtained by Falchikov & Goldfinch (2000), we do not find any trend in this sense.
In our scenario, we found an absence of a significant correlation between the number of criteria
and the reliability obtained (Figure 7c). The number of criteria for each task does not imply any
correlation with the Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient. In our analysis, the value of
Krippendorff’s alpha ranges from 0.225 to 0.275 (Figure 4c). The highest average, 0.275 is
obtained with tasks requiring two criterions to be assessed, followed by 0.267 for five or more

criterions. On the opposite side, the lowest average value is obtained with three criterions,
0.225.
In the case of the effect of the number of peer raters in the reliability of the assessment
process, we do not find any correlation neither (Figure 7d). In our case study, we have not found
any trend as the ones described in the literature review.
In Figure 7a and Figure 7b scatterplots with the relationship between Krippendorff’s alpha
and the percentage of tests in which the evaluation of the raters has shown a strong agreement
⎯distance between grades below or equal to 1⎯ and the percentage of tests in which the
evaluation provided by the subset of raters has shown a strong disagreement⎯distance between
grades bigger or equal to 3. Both scatterplots show a correlation between the percentage of
agreement and reliability. However, we can see how a strong agreement or the absence of
disagreement does not necessarily imply high reliability. The observable dispersion confirms
that agreement among raters is mainly irrelevant from the reliability as Krippendorff (2011)
predicts.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES OF RESEARCH
In the particular scenario of UNED-COMA that we have analyzed, we find that the
reliability of peer evaluation activities in MOOCs is untrustworthy. Therefore, under the
assumption that reliability is a necessary condition to guarantee the validity of the evaluation,
peer rating might not be a very trustworthy assessment method in MOOCs, especially if
implemented as a summative assessment that counts towards the certification grade. However,
our analyses do not take into account the learning benefits of these kind of activities, which
have been presented in our introduction. Peer-assessments have been extensively analyzed in
the educational literature, finding that students engage more easily in the learning process, they
develop critical thinking, etc. Therefore, beyond their reliability and validity as an evaluation
method, peer assessments can still provide multiple benefits for students such as a more
complex cognitive learning process or personalized feedback; for example, strategies as the one
described in (Staubitz, Petrick, Bauer, Renz & Meinel, 2016) can be applied in order to motivate
reviewers to enhance their feedbacks. However, for students to rigorously and fully engage in a
learning activity, they often need an incentive towards the final grade. Under this case scenario,
one potential pedagogical approach is to mitigate this effect by assigning a relatively low weight
to these evaluations in final grades, while maintaining the rest of side transversal advantages.
Based on the results obtained, we perceive the need to adapt peer assessment activities, which
are traditionally carried out in (relatively) homogeneous and “quasi-controlled” environments,
to massive and highly heterogeneous environments.
Future work might lead us to explore if the results of this case study replicate in the peerassessment systems of other MOOC environments, a comparison of the Krippendorff’s alpha
statistic with others inter-reliability statistics, experimentation around the effect on reliability of
conducting peer-review training before the actual peer-review activities, to analyze the existence
and significance of any correlation between the weighting of peer assessments and the
reliabilities, or a more in-depth analysis of which qualitative factors moderate the disagreement
between raters, such as type of course, background of raters or if it might be more specific to the
implementation of the peer evaluation activity.
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